204           THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
Himself absolutely. into His mighty work of evolution ;
that is the joy of the Lord, the joy of carrying out this
splendid plan of pouring out His love through the universe.
He who wishes to enter into the joy of the Lord, i.e., take
part in the work of evolution and in the bliss which it
brings, should therefore use every talent he already has
and see that he is using it to the utmost.
Q. Why does a man have a { bad heredity f or congeni-
tal diseases ?
Am. A (bad heredity} is the reaction from wrong
activities in the past. The drunkard of a previous life
will be born into a family with nervous diseases like
epilepsy, while a profligate will get birth in a family
tainted with diseases of sexual vice. Congenital diseases
result from a defective etheric double given to the ego by
the Lords of Karma for his excesses and errors of the past-
When desires in one life are bestial, cruel, unclean, they
are the causes in another life of congenital diseases, of
weak and diseased brains, giving rise to epilepsy, catalepsy
and other nervous disorders.
Q. Now what solution does TheosoRhy give of the old
problem of necessity and free-will? Is a man completely-
under the sway of destiny or necessity with no room/or
free-will, or does he enjoy unf rustr ate d free-will?
Ans. Only the One is absolutely free, but man is rela-
tively free within self-imposed limitations, and while
powerless to stop the march of evolution, the Will of the
Divine, he can work for or against the evolutionary law,.
hastening or retarding his own progress within certain
limits according to his will. He has by the exercise of his
free-will created necessities for himself, made habits by
repetition of actions guided by his own will, which habits
then become limitations.

